PROGRAM

CHAPTER

WELCOME
I : ADVERTISSING
WELCOME to ‘Kinespace® Serial Game version 1’
SO MANI-DREAMS ARE EXPLORED is an IMMIKS (‘intermedia modules in
kinespace’)
this illicit system is directed to destroy
cryptic codes of brainpower you are about to enter into an
infected area
open-miindedness is requested protected
fields and closed minds will be seriously injured
this no
return trip began in Gerardmer (France) on 2005 march the
1st, ended in Montreal (Canada) on September the 23rd

CHAPTER II : DREAMS
SO MANI-DREAMS ARE EXPLORED IS A NEW STRATEGY GAME CALLED ‘SERIAL GAME’
SERIAL PLAYERS PERFORM ART INSIDE A NET STRUCTURE WITH UNFIXED ORIENTATED
OBJECTS

SERIAL

MATERIALS

PLAYERS USE ELEMENTS (COMPONENTS) TO CREATE INFECT OR KILL

SOME DREAMS WILL COME UP OR WILL DISAPPEAR FOR ETERNITY

OTHERS WILL OPEN NEW WORLDS
OUT OF CONTROL
SO MANY WAYS

AND WHEN DREAM IS BEING DREAMED THE MIND IS

SO MANY PEOPLE DREAM

SO MANY DREAMS ENTER INTO MINDS

A SO BUSY INFINITY TO DISCOVER

GENERAL STRATEGY

CHAPTER III :

SERIAL GAME CONCEPTIONS

a serial Game uses serial systems to manage resources So
mani-dreams put together present people (musicians audience) and no present people (composer - auditors)
it
is conceived more or less in the same connection between the
living and the dead & between time and space in/out-borders
performing So mani-dreams would build bridges between
dreams and real life & between spirituality and reason
performing So mani-dreams would build bridges between the
symbols and their reality
due to non-determination of the draw in the beginning and
because of unpredictable logistics during the game the
bridges will be numerous, always different, often very shortlived and very instable
that’s all Kolp’s
at a first level the serial game offers many ‘between-relays’
the promotion of inflexible components and pure annilihatorviruses favours evolutive tools and multive active materials
first players must find how to struggle through the
components and the viruses by creating objects and materials
objects come from components evolution
materials arise out of objects or viruses
at a second level the serial game offers many possible tools
without fixing the number of serial players
it’s easier to
play So mani-dreams with three musicians (one by instrument)
than performi with more players (it would require an arbiter)
or with less players (it is not conveived as a duo or a solo)
at a third level the Serial Game is a door to push to enter
into an empty game or more precisely a game of void in fact
men continually fill the silence and the empty space
thus the artists must create responses to manage this
attitudes by taking the responsabilities of these pined acts

PERFORMANCE

CHAPTER IV :

PROTOCOL AND PROCEDURES

The Game begins by playing the uncorrupt installation system
(U.I.S.) or some sections of U.I.S. =
It’s the installation of one or more pure component(s)
The two restarting points can be used anywhen during the
game (but take care of some restrictions)
1. When travelling in the first column =
U.I.S. or some sections of U.I.S. :
reinstallation of one or more pure component(s)
warning : Nobody can enter in U.I.S if somebody is already
playing it except when the players play strictly together the
same section(s)
2. When travelling in the second column =
restart from one or more pure virus
there is no restriction to play various viruses, alone,
together and even together without synchronization
if one shows a finished (modified) material then for him the
game is over or begins again from a new restarting point.
The game consists to find materials that exist between
components and viruses :
Building (with no viruses)
U.I.S.

1. (modified) Components 

2. (modified) Objects


3. (modified) Materials 


end or restart

Modifying (with viruses)


 U.I.S.

Modified components (=1)

Modified objects (=2)

Modified Materials (=3)

Viruses

